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VISUAL ENHANCEMENT PRODUCTS 

At last, a perfect way to customize your computer 
key-boards for users with special visual 
requirements: our Braille/Large Print Combination 
Keyboard Label Kit.  These durable, adhesive labels 
bring together both raised Braille characters and high-
visibility, large print key legends on the same label.  The 
Braille/Large Print Combination Keyboard Label Kit also 
helps employers meet the reasonable accommodation 
requirements of the Americans With Disabilities Act.  By 
combining the familiar keyboard letters with the 
touch/feel of Braille characters over time, people with 
failing vision can be offered an efficient way to learn this 
critical new reading method. The full keyboard sets 
contain all of the labels needed for a standard Windows 
104-key IBM compatible keyboard. 

These easy-to-apply labels increase the size of the 
normal keyboard's labeling by at least 100%.  Perfect for 
users whose vision capabilities are changing or in low 
light situations.  These labels stay securely in place, until 
intentionally removed.  The full keyboard sets contain all 
of the labels needed for a standard Windows 104-key 
IBM compatible keyboard.

Add Braille to any keyboard with transparent Braille 
Labels. These keytop labels are transparent and feature 
raised braille characters to allow non-sighted users to 
recognize key legends by touch while allowing easy 
recognition of key legends for sighted users. 

Now you have a clear choice
for low vision workers.

Magnify your keys' visibility 
with Large Print Labels.

An easy way to put the necessary
Braille characters at your non-
sighted users' fingertips

Find it fast with home-row indicators.
Prized by touch typists, our Home-Row Key Indicator
Labels tell you when you're back "home" instantly.  
Home-row key indicators feature a transparent 
adhesive backed label which allows the original key
legend to show through while providing a raised 
"bump" for tactile recognition of key locations.
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Large Print Label Kit.

Large Print Keyboard 	 #353-706-0096  	 $119.95
IBM PC/AT, PS2 compatible keyboard featuring large print on the keys. 

Call our sales department for more information on 
these Large Print Keyboards! 

HOME-ROW KEY INDICATOR                                     #223-999-XXXX
Package of 12
Package of 50
Package of 100

0253
0254
0255

$  3.95
  14.95
  26.95

White Letters On Black
Black Letters On Ivory
Black Letters On Yellow

	 0654
	 0655
	 0656

COMBINATION    
BRAILLE/LRG PRT WINDOWS LABEL KIT    #223-312-XXXX     $19.95

Black Letters On Ivory
White Letters On Black
Black Letters On Yellow

0418
0415
0646

LARGE PRINT (with Windows) LABELS
FULL KEYBOARD SET                               #223-312-XXXX         $17.95

BRAILLE (ONLY) 101-KEYTOP LABELS    #223-312-0610         $17.95

Large Print Typing Tutor    0649	 			         	 	  	          $17.95
Large Print lower case       0640	 			        	 	 		 	          $17.95
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